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AJEDE has proven to be a good starting point for Alumni to find not only the 

funds but also a group of enthusiastic people, who like them, are interested in 

proposing ideas and leading community projects. To date, over 1,500 

Guatemalans have been direct or indirect beneficiaries of the 20 programs that 

have been implemented by AJEDE since 2012. From learning English to starting a 

small worm compost business, many Guatemalans have had the opportunity to 

receive some of what these alumni have learned through the exchange programs. 

We believe that with a more robust AJEDE board, many other programs and 

projects can be carried out in less time and with a bigger impact. 

The main objective of this grant was to strengthen AJEDE’s capacities so we 

could finally establish like an independent NGO that can provide project 

managing services to different entities, for example, the Us Embassy in 

Guatemala who is now using our consulting services to execute different projects 

around the country. This will serve with double purpose of facilitating the 

Embassy to fulfill Mission’s goals when doing outreach, educational and cultural 

events, and also to help AJEDE make a name for itself both in the city as well as 

in the departments. 

With the given funds, AJEDE hired three full time consultants to execute grants 

and their responsibilities vary according to each grant’s objectives. An office 

space was acquired as well and AJEDE established their offices at vía 5, 1-23 

zone 4 in a co-working space commonly known as “the center of the 

entrepreneurship” where they were able to centralize meetings and 

correspondence to only one location, which reduced the estimated time of 

arrival of packages coming from the departmental committees and time of 

resolution.  

Also, office supplies and equipment was bought to provide the consultants 

everything they would need in order to execute the projects correctly. Two 

personal computers were bought, along with their basic software (Microsoft 

Office 2010 and Kaspersky Antivirus licenses), a semi-professional camera to 



document every activity AJEDE attends or host and a projector to use in 

presentations or 

else. 

This grant also 

provided AJEDE the 

opportunity to fund 4 

mini-grants of any 

kind so we partnered 

with Empresarios por 

el Ambiente to hold a 6 month course in Totonicapán called “Emprendimiento 

Empresarial” where they learned how to create a business model and the steps 

to follow in order to create their own company, specially aimed empower AJEDE 

Totonicapán’s project of jam production. We had 19 participants who traveled 

from Quiché, Chimaltenango, Quetzaltenango and Totonicapán surroundings once 

a month to attend this theoretical and practical session courses. 

During this program the main goal was to prepare the students to build 

entrepreneurship projects from their social context to develop a proper launch of 

their products or services. 

As a result, we had outstanding 

proposals and two new running 

projects also. One was from Juan 

David Ajché from 

Quetzaltenango whose proposals 

was about eggs rising, together 

with his family they currently 

have a small sale and they are 

planning to expand their product and make commercial connections on the city. 

At the end of the program they had to prepare a pitch of their product and on 

real time an experience of selling a business idea.  



Alike we developed different projects with departmental committees from 

Quiche, Jalapa, Sololá and Petén.  

In Sololá we have two departmental projects one of 

them is called “Programa oportunidad”. The project 

was english teaching classes for students from public 

high schools between 12 to 20 years old, in San Lucas 

Tolimán, Santiago Atitlán and Cerro de Oro starting 20 

August 2016. The classes were given by Ajede teachers 

and fosters alumni from Del Valle University.  

The most positive outcome was that attendants’ alumni developed English skill 

trough, english conversations, group working activities, and English overall. 

In Quiche, 

Eduteach 

project was 

focused on 

improving 

education 

for children 

from 

communities 

of the 

Joyabaj, 

Patzite, Sacapulas, Cunen and Santa Cruz municipalities. This project was 

executed in an integrated manner by teaching English as well as sexual 

education, environmental pollution, recycling and climate change combining 

English, Spanish and K'iche languages. Cunén was also holding an english teaching 

project in their community and they were reaching about 50 children from 

different ages. 

With the mini grant given to them, they bought English books, and materials for 

classes. In addition to the minigrant received, alumni became entrepreneurs and 



organized (some for the very first time) a series of fundraising events to cost-

share their projetcs. This practice, aside from providing materials for the 

project, enabled alumni to be creative, and learn the basic entrepreneurial 

skills.  

Departmental 

Committee from Jutiapa 

was working on 

Buildreams project 

which had as a main goal 

to give English classes to 

80 younger between 7-

16 years old, from El 

Jardín la Montaña, 

Jutiapa. In addition, 

alumni organized a 

series of community 

service work for their students to participate in nearby villages. The most 

important overcome from this community project was the creation of their own 

practical English book, where they included different material as the alphabet, 

numbers, shapes, body parts, animals, colors, seasons, climate and months. This 

book is currently being used in other departmental committees such as 

Retalhuleu and Escuintla. 

 

 



In Petén, the “English for life” project seek to promote bilingual education and 

the American culture in 60 children and young people of the community of El 

Remate, located in the municipality of Flores, department of El Petén, 

Guatemala. 

They looked to teach the basic tools of English to encourage personal and 

professional growth, better job opportunities in the future and social mobility. 

Therefore, aside from learning English, students also learned about recycling and 

entrepreneurship. Like the previous project, students created their own soaps 

and body lotions, come up with a business plan, and sold them to fund the 

materials for their project. Finally, alumni promoted the importance of tourism 

and the opportunities they have by learning and mastering English as a second 

language.  

Teachers Training Sessions  

Also on Teaching training session AJEDE board have the opportunity to visit Sololá 

and Chiquimula Committee to get along with members but also to know how 

their English projects were working (program planning, current students, 

volunteers, materials and budget). Also they made a presentation where 

explained detailed how AJEDE was working and their roles on the association. 

Furthermore, it was a time also to give them a leadership and community 

classroom workshop. 

 



Supervision visits to projects/closure and engagement activities attendence 

One of the most important objectives of AJEDE is to maintain alumni engagement 

with their projects and with their communities. Therefore, board members 

worked hard to make sure at least one of them would be present during each of 

the 13 the departmental committee project closing ceremonies.  

Aside from participating in the closing ceremony as authorities representing 

AJEDE, board members set aside time to give specific workshops, encourage 

alumni to maintain the engagement with the board and discuss project advances, 

challenges and requests. This reinforced the communication and ensures the 

proper execution of AJEDE politics, procedures and requests in lesser time. 

Because funds were optimized, let over money was used to have a board member 

to participate and follow up on Departmental committees in Guatemala, Cunen 

Cobán and Petén. 

Guatemala City 

From June to December 2017, 5 Access alumni, members of the AJEDE 

Guatemala City departmental committee, gather together and managed an 

alliance with the Municipality of Guatemala to cost-share an English Project, to 

different 27 students from zona 7, 11, 8, and 12. Alumni used the knowledge 

learned from the Access program to develop English basic skills focusing mainly 

on common phrases and focused vocabulary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Cunen 

Over 50 students (teenagers and kids) from Cunen, a community located 7 hours 

away from Guatemala City, participated in an English project carried out by 10 

Access alumni, members of AJEDE Quiché departmental Committee. The 

teachers were prompt in organizing different activities that reinforced specific 

vocabulary and promoted the US culture, history and holidays. One of the main 

highlights of this project was the optimization of funds wich allowed alumni 

managed to carry out twice as much activities as other departmental 

committees. In addition, parents and local teachers were also invited to 

participate, which increased the reach the project had.  

Cobán  

Cobán, our biggest and strongest departmental committee, have been working 

with us for 4 years. Through different subcommittees, they were able to 

complement the English program they had, by carrying out different activities 

that were optional for the students. This served as a double purpose, alumni had 

the opportunity to develop in an area of their interest, but in addition, English 

students could also learn field specific vocabulary and stay more engaged to the 

program. 



For this program, this committee made alliances with NGO’s, the municipality 

and ASRUMBO which enabled them access to different facilities, classrooms, 

materials and speakers.  

The closing ceremony was one of the biggest and more elaborated of 2015. 

Alumni, teachers and representatives from their alliances and US embassy 

attended the ceremony and saw for themselves the skills developed by the 

English Students.  

Petén  

Despite of being the farthest 

Departmental Committee, Petén has 

worked hard to overcome many of the 

challenges they have had. Being the 

smallest department, in terms of 

members (only 4 access alumni) and 

living far away from each other, was 

not an impediment. They met regularly and organized  to carry out an English 

teaching program in two sites on weekends. Here they taught kids English, and 

gave them activities to work on their leadership skills and their environmental 

conscience. For the closing ceremony, they invited parents and showed pictures 



and a presentation of the soaps and shampoos they made as part of their 

entrepreneurial project. 

First departmental advisor’s reunion 

Finally, in order to improve the departmental communication, AJEDE’s board 

defined local advisors who traveled to the city to meet, receive an informative 

workshop and define the necessary changes to AJEDE’s structure. This resulted in 

a complete makeover, and has been the starting point for a more robust alumni 

organization that is built from the ground up, but is now stronger and more 

prepared to receive funds not just form the Department of State, but also from 

other organizations.  

 

 

 


